PRODUCT DATA SHEET
DIPLAX
MINERAL-BITUMINOUS MIX FOR COLD APPLICATION
BBTM 5MAU
Product description
Diplax is a special cold-applied mineral-bituminous mix. It
may be used in all weather conditions, in temperatures from 20oC to +60oC. It is ready to instant use, directly from the
packaging. It does not require any specialist equipment.
Repairs of damages do not result in any waste generation and
the surplus of the mix may be collected to the container and
reused.Repairs do not cause any traffic discontinuity as their
duration is very short and the repaired surface is instantly
ready to use. Repairs can be made in any weather conditions,
negative temperatures (following ice removal) and during
precipitation without removing water.
Recommended use

.

Cold-applied during fast and permanent repairs of damages on
roads with asphalt and concrete paving. For filling defects

Technical data

after installation, gas, hydraulic, electrical works, etc. Repairs

mix of asphalt, mineral aggregates,
organic solvents, fillers and enriching
additives
one 25 kg package allows for permanent
repairs of approx. 0.3÷0.4 m2

Composition

damages of any given shape, depth and size.

Consumption

Application
One person can make effective and high-quality repairs. The
repair process is very simple:
1.

Remove

all

dirt

and

loose

elements

from

Fill the defect with the Diplax mix.

3.

Level with a simple tool, e.g. shovel, larry.

4.

Thicken with a manual or mechanical rammer.

In order to ensure better joints, prior to filling, cover the
defect surface with Emulbit Syntetyk do Gruntowania asphalt
priming preparation.
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from -20°C to +60°C

Drying time

traffic is possible on the paving
immediately after the repair is finished

the

damaged location. In winter, remove ice.
2.

Application temperature
(air and ground)

Notes
Due to the organic solvents content, intensively ventilate the
area

of

works

and

obey

all

applicable

Health&Safety

regulations. The given product data sheet specifies the
product application scope. Works must be performed in line
with Health&Safety rules resulting from MSDS and labels on
packaging.After this sheet is published, all previous sheets
cease to be valid

